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Resgistered
Stallion
2011
SELLE
LUXEMBOURGEOIS

16.3

By Beaulieu’s
conquest

ÉCURIE KIEFFER

Stable

MONSIEUR DASTAN.
Semen 2021 750$+tx
Collection fees 250$+tx
*Warranty of live foal
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Beautiful mover,
and lovely to work
around

Conquest Sires
BEAULIEU’S CONQUEST is out of an incredible performance
lineage. His sire CORRADO I is one of the most appreciated
Holsteiner stallions.
On the dam side of CONQUEST we find the famous CALANDO.
Calando I also jumped at grand prix level and was world famous
with Karsten Huck and under the saddle of Edgar-Henry Cueper.
CALANDO showed a lot of power over the fences and passed this
same “electricity” to his offspring.
In combination with other Holsteiner bloodlines like CORRADO I,
who had an unlimited scope, CALANDO’s bloodline is just perfect.

NO PROBLEM’S HERE
No problem’s here, alias No mercy, is out of Mombo Jumbo and
Falcon’s flower. She is from a very old bloodline of thoroughbred
that we have traced to 1883 with the breeding of st. Mirin and
Mostaza.

THE BEGGINING
Dastan was born on April 22th in 2011 after 11 months and 3
weeks of gestation. Our mare No Mercy (sweetest thoroughbred
on earth) gave birth early evening. She basically chose to deliver
on the only night I allowed myself to visit a friend… I had stayed
by her side for the past 3 weeks, sleeping on hay bales. I really
wanted to live the whole rustic experience you know? My Alarm
was set to wake me up hourly, and I couldn’t put myself back to
sleep easily… that’s when you realize how noisy horses are at
night! Between her neighbours drinking, farting, munching and
her laying down at least twice a night with a heavy breath, I just
couldn’t shut my eyes, and let’s be honest, This was my first
experience and I didn’t really know the difference between
contractions and my horse breathing loudly because she was so
BIG! Even if I was extremely tired, I was the happiest girl. I was
going to see my beautiful stud soon… and he was going to be a bay,
with flashy markings! I had envisioned it all. And guess what?
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That’s exactly what I got.

Growing up…
I got a call from a client that evening telling me to get back because it was time. OMG! I drove so
fast…I will not write down how fast because I could get in trouble haha! Anyway, I got there pronto
and in a certain way I was relieved because I hadn’t missed it. Dastan was upside down and that was
making it impossible for No Mercy to deliver. I was a bit worried but my vet, Jacques Morin, who got
there at almost the same times as I did knew how to control this kind of situation, Dastan was not the
first foal he had manipulated to rotate. In the end, my mare gave birth like a giraffe, and it’s funny
because we always call her our giraffe since her legs are so long! It didn’t take long before we heard
his first neigh. Of course, you remember the scene in the Lion King. Well, it was just like that, but
without all the exotic animals. The horses were rearing and talking to each other. They were
welcoming the new prince.

Growing up… Dastan was a good son to him mom and vshe was the best mom
ever. No mercy taught him all the manners. When he was 2 I sat on my boy for the very first
time. He was just perfect, and the feeling of his gait felt like a cloud, and I am not saying that
because I am trying to convince you; This horse is the most comfortable horse I ever sat on,
and god Knows I have ridden a lot oh horses in my life. When he was three I started to have
second thoughts on this whole stallion thing. He had realized what mares were, and he
wanted some! That teenage phase must have last about 6 months… Now he is just the a big
talker in the barn, it’s actually funny because all the horses act like they couldn’t care less.
Dastan has the potential to go very far; it’s the wallet that doesn’t have the same level of endurance!
Anyhow, I finally managed to save enough to start this new business. BREEDING! HA! It sounds so
good. It is a dream coming true. I really hope that I will have the chance to see a lot of his babies in
the area in the coming years. All the money received will go towards his training and show seasons,
and towards quality broodmares. I thank you all for taking the time to read a little bit about Dastan’s
and my story. I hope if you choose to buy his semen, that you will be just as happy as me. This horse
means the world to me and I am very proud of what he has become.
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